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Like most other businesses/social enterprises, the past twelve months has been dominated by the COVID-19 global
pandemic in the second half of the year, and its subsequent impact on all manners of ‘normal life’ within our
communities.

For the Trust, the impact has been ‘pincer-like’ as it hit both sides of our organisation. The value of our investment assets
suffered in the latter half of the financial year, as global markets priced in significant uncertainty as COVID-19 gained
significant momentum worldwide. Accordingly, the ‘supply-side’ of our business could have been threatened if not for
the sound methodology used to determine how we invest funds. A significant proportion is invested with the purpose of
consistently returning cash income to the Trust, enabling us to continue granting activities irrespective of what’s
happening in wider markets and the rest of our investment portfolio.

The ability to continue granting unabated is also partially due to the fact previous Trustees managed the asset base
conservatively over the past 30 years, ensuring there are funds available for a ‘rainy day’.

As the direct social and financials implications became more and more obvious with the country being placed in Level-4
lock-down for a time, it then became obvious that:
• Social enterprises were likely to experience greater demand from their communities as a result of job losses,

resultant unemployment and loss of income, leading to greater demand for funding from funders like us.
• Some of our traditional local funding partners also suffered significantly themselves, with some experiencing a

complete loss of incoming funds reducing their ability to grant into the community as they normally would. It was
like a tap was being turned off.

The situation at the end of the year means we face an uncertain outlook from an investment performance perspective
(supply), with the likelihood that we’ll encounter greater funding demand from the community groups we support
(demand).

I’m proud to say the Trustees were resolute in their intention to step into the breach, in our ongoing efforts to support
the growth of vibrant, healthy and caring communities.

Investment Performance
At the end of the financial year the position was looking ‘the worse for wear’ after global financial markets were
dramatically marked down after the initial worldwide impact of COVID-19.

Trust Investments (excluding the Community House property) had reduced in value to $48,700,678 at balance date
($52,622,579), a 7.45% year on year reduction. Total Net Assets of $53,162,037 ($58,022,390) representing a year on year
reduction of 8.38%. This effectively includes the impact of deteriorating investment value detailed above, together with
the impact of cash outlaid via our traditional grants programme and operating expenditure.

Whilst the value deterioration is of course disappointing, not many investors will have escaped the vagaries of financial
markets post the COVID-19 outbreak.

There remain two key points regarding the Trust’s financial position which give trustees’ continued confidence:
• A significant portion of the Trust’s capital is deliberately targeted towards investments which provide consistent

cash returns, which means the Trust consistently receives cash income, that in turn ensures we can continue to
grant into the community per the Trust’s mandate.

• Whilst the market deteriorated this year, the Trust’s investment capital base still sits well in advance of the inflation
adjusted capital base which the Trust is mandated to maintain, being $48,149,931 as at balance date. That position
is thanks in part to conservative financial management of the Trust’s capital base over a lengthy period.

Grants
Grants totalling $1,836,543 ( FY19 $1,195,355) were made by the Trust in the financial year, the largest pool distributed
by the Trust in any one year, and above the originally budgeted sum of $1,500,000.
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The Trust provided significant support to a number of entities working in our region, with a few notable examples as follows:
$210,000 A combined tally of grants made to Schools throughout the district
$ 18,500 Early Learning Centres and Kindergartens
$150,000 Sustainable South Canterbury Trust
$104,900 A combined tally of grants made to the region’s Foodbanks
$100,000 Fraser Park Trust
$100,000 Victoria Park Trust
$ 55,000 Geraldine Bowls Inc

Whilst the larger grants often gain the greatest attention or comment, I see grants to first-time applicants as an excellent
indicator that over time we’re positively impacting the lives of more and more of our wider population. It also shows we’re
doing our job of ensuring community groups are aware of what the Trust does, and how funding can be accessed.

A few examples of successful first-time applicants this year include:
$ 1,865 Temuka Patchwork Group
$ 8,000 Willowby Hall Society Inc.
$ 3,200 Ashbury Croquet Club
$ 2,000 Temuka Embroiders’ Guild
$ 1,500 Rakaia Netball Club

Of course, if these entities weren’t supported by volunteers and staff giving back to their local communities across a wide
range of activities, the Trust would be superfluous, so I feel its also appropriate to take this opportunity to thank those
organisations and people behind them, for all that they do, which help make our communities what they are today, and what
they aspire to be in the future. To those community/charitable organisations and associated personnel, a heart-felt ‘thank
you and congratulations for all that you do’.

Looking ahead, the grant budget for FYE 2020/21 is again $1,500,000.

People
I wish to record my thanks to our Trust’s staff both past and present, who do a sterling job of interacting with our community
partners, managing Community House in Timaru and assisting all organisations through Mid & South Canterbury in the
granting process, which despite our best efforts, can still be a daunting prospect for volunteers in these groups to complete
as required.

To my fellow Trustees, thank you for the time you put into the organisation outside your normal daily lives, and for your
diligence in assessing and jointly making granting decisions. It is an important job and one which you all treat with the
respect it deserves.

I would like to make a special mention of three Trustees who’ll be resigning at the expiration of their terms later this year.

David Forman (Timaru) is an extremely even-handed and thoughtful trustee who approaches the role with a great deal of
logic behind his views. He assumed the Trust’s Chairmanship last year, and his considered leadership proved to be a steady
and welcome influence in the Trust’s boardroom during what have occasionally been challenging times.

When her term as a trustee comes to an end later this year, 2 x 4-year terms is the maximum term for trustees, Jan Hide (Peel
Forest), will have brought-up 8 years’ service to the Trust. Having been South Canterbury’s first ever palliative care nurse,
and subsequently undertaking leadership roles in a significant South Canterbury rest-home group, she built an extensive
knowledge of community organisations in our wider region. She has been an outstanding trustee, not scared to voice a strong
view if she has knowledge pertinent to the matter at hand. Her contribution to the Trust has been significant.

Karen Simpson (Mackenzie) completed seven years' service to the Trust and was a supportive advocate for the Mackenzie 
region.  Her thoughtful contribution to discussions will be missed.

I thank them for their outstanding contributions and wish them all the best in their future endeavours.
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Looking Ahead
The coming 12 months are sure to be challenging, with our community organisations/charities likely to need
additional/ongoing support as they look to help and support our communities as we deal with ongoing impact from COVID-
19.

Despite the reduction in value of our investment base near the end of this financial year, and the market uncertainties that
come from the ongoing impact of COVID-19, we remain in a sound financial position and we’re well placed to provide
ongoing support to our region’s communities whilst still managing our financial position prudently.

Nathan Mills
Chairperson






























































